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Cloud Security Analytics with Exabeam

The move from on-premise data centers to the cloud continues to accelerate. Most firms of even moderate size have already 
begun to re-architect their systems for a cloud-first world, and are managing a mix of on-premise, private cloud, public cloud, 
and SaaS systems. While this increases flexibility, it makes security monitoring much more di� icult. Security architects and SOC 
managers require a solution for integrating activity across all deployments and making sense of behavior in an open, cloud-
based architecture.

Exabeam Data Integration Layer

While the out-of-the-box Exabeam interface is designed for simplicity, it is backed by a powerful and highly 
extensible data integration layer. Essentially, any data – network, endpoint, asset classification, etc.  – can be 
integrated into the Exabeam UBA engines. This provides the benefit of extremely short time to value plus the 
power of a modern data science framework. The Exabeam data integration layer can be used to support a vari-
ety of use cases, such as insider threat, compromised credentials, account lockouts, data loss prevention, and 
many others. The goal is to provide customers with multiple levels of integration, from the most simple to those 
that integrate with emerging technologies. The choice of which data to feed into the Exabeam engines is up to 
each customer.

The sources of data feeds into Exabeam are also up to customer choice. Some may choose to feed data directly 
from a data source (e.g. a cloud service) directly into Exabeam, while others may use a SIEM/Log Management 
system as the repository. In this case, Exabeam can fetch directly from the SIEM via API, or via syslog forwarding. 
Many organizations are deploying data lakes and using them as storage for activity data; Exabeam can also pull 
data from data lakes via syslog forwarding. 

Public Cloud Integration: Three Levels

From a public cloud monitoring perspective, Exabeam supports three levels of data integration: Cloud-Direct, 
Cloud-Proxy, and Cloud-Broker:

Cloud-Direct Integration

Many public cloud services o� er well-defined mechanisms for pulling activity logs into third-party systems. 
For example, while salesforce.com users o� en complained about limited access to log data in the past, the 
service now o� ers very powerful logging to its customers. Salesforce Event Log Files (ELF) enable products 
such as Exabeam to collect and classify activity logs. Salesforce specifically mentions user activity monitor-
ing as a use case for this log data. Exabeam can directly integrate log data from cloud services and connect it 
to user sessions, whether on-premise or in the cloud. 
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Cloud-Proxy Integration

Some organizations also use web proxies as a means of controlling and monitoring cloud and web activity. 
For example, SonicWALL or Barracuda web gateways might be used to collect activity within outside of the 
corporate data center. Exabeam can ingest this data, in addition to SIEM logs, cloud-direct logs, network, 
and other activity information. Moreover, Exabeam’s behavior baselining can be used to filter out noise from 
the web proxy, to highlight only anomalous behavior. 
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Cloud-Broker Integration

A newer approach to cloud monitoring is the cloud access security broker, or CASB. Gartner recently 
identified this segment of the security market as a fast-growing and recommended approach to securing 
and monitoring cloud activity. Many best-of-breed CASB products, such as Imperva Skyfence and Skyhigh 
Networks, are being deployed as a means of control over cloud activity. Exabeam can ingest activity and 
log data from CASB products, if they are deployed. This provides customers with the best-of-breed benefits 
of Exabeam for UBA, and the related vendor for CASB. As with the previous integration levels, Exabeam’s 
cloud-broker integration can be combined with other types of data integration, to provide a full picture of 
user behavior, across the data center and the cloud, and across native sources, SIEM, and big-data stores.
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Elegant Interface, Powerful Platform

The Exabeam architecture is designed to deliver simplicity and rapid time to value out of the box, while also enabling unlimited 
extensibility under the hood. Exabeam can be extended to new data types and sources, can be extended to include new rules 
and models, can be integrated with third party workflow and remediation systems, and can support new use cases. All of these 
leverage Exabeam’s session-based and data science-driven data model. No other product provides such a powerful platform, 
wrapped in an intuitive interface. 

Cloud Extends Business Operations

A hybrid cloud architecture changes the location and access methods to key data types. Below is a small example of changes 
the cloud brings to enterprise architecture:

On-Premise System Cloud Service
Remote Access Via VPN (controlled) Direct to Cloud (uncontrolled)

Source Code Onsite (e.g. Perforce) GitHub
Customer Data Packaged App (e.g. Siebel) Salesforce.com
Financial Data ERP App (e.g. Oracle EBS) Workday

Filesharing Onsite server (e.g. Sharepoint) Box, Dropbox
Devices Corporate Laptop BYOD, Unknown

Access Time O� ice Hours 24x7
Access Locations HQ and remote sites Anywhere

Exabeam provides a variety of powerful built-in and extended use cases, such as analyzing account lockouts, detecting unusu-
al access patterns, data loss prevention, threat hunting, etc. Each of these works on not only on-premise, but also in a hybrid 
cloud environment. Firms that use or are considering using any of the services above (or similar services) should consider 
Exabeam. For example, an insider threat analysis might ingest GitHub data to analyze behavior such as a user accessing a repo 
in a manner that is unusual for the user or his group.  Combined with admin access to a customer database within an on-prem-
ise Siebel CRM system, this behavior can indicate a potential data the� .

Other standard hybrid cloud analytics include: detecting first-time access to a cloud service from a new country or device; 
failed access to a GitHub resource; service accounts logging into a cloud service; and unusual time of day access. Any of these 
can be integrated with standard analytics to detect and respond to threats.


